SOLOMILLO: CHARCUTERIA / MEAT BY WEIGHT
The “Solomillo” house in Barcelona, a new restaurant and an example of classic but
contemporary Spanish design
Alexandra Barcelona Hotel, Curio
Collection by Hilton presents its
gastronomic offer, based on a “meat
by weight” formula and a delicatessen,
managed by Enrique Valentí. The
famous chef was commissioned by the
hotel to come up with the restaurant
concept and the gastronomic
approach.
Solomillo is a new gastronomic
proposal of Alexandra Barcelona Hotel in the heart of the city. A gastronomic discovery in two
levels. Downstairs, the Charcutería, with a terrace in Mallorca Street, where you can taste
select cheese plates, cold cuts and market products. And in the first floor, the Restaurant, a
new interpretation of the traditional brasserie, with a simple and original formula: meat by
weight
Two new spaces opened to the city, with
a warm and cosy interior design in the
restaurant, while in the ground floor the
space has been renovated as a more
informal space for the delicatessen. This
is a pioneering project in Barcelona based
on a themed restaurant where diners can
enjoy sirloin steak, the premium cut of all
meats – sourced from three different
cattle breeds – served to their liking
depending on how they like it cooked,
served and what garnish they prefer
The Charcutería
The Delicatessen, in the ground floor, renovated as an informal space with the look of a
traditional delicatessen and a terrace, offers Iberian cold cuts, as well as local and Catalan cold
cuts and quality cheeses, with more
than 25 references -aged and
selected by Eva Vila from Vila
Viniteca- from most renowned
cheese makers of our country.
Thus, the Charcuteria becomes the
meeting point of the hotel, where
you can buy and taste its large
offer- from cold cuts, to cocktails at
night, depending on the time of day

A balance between classic and contemporary interior style
Solomillo and the Charcutería are the result of a complete renovation of the two different
spaces, in the ground floor and in the first floor. The interior design was conceived by the
Barcelona based studio Borrell Jover Arquitectos, who has used materials from Spanish firms
associated to RED (Reunión Empresas de Diseño)

